
 
 

 

Dear Valued Customer,

Watching the reworks completely disappear into dense fog on New Year's Eve was quite a
way to ring in 2023. But before we get started on what we have in store for the new year, we
would like to thank you, the best customers imaginable, for an absolutely tremendous
2022. 

Just a couple of weeks ago we opened an addition to our Jittery Joe's coee shop adding
three times more seating. The feedback has been overwhelmingly positive, so if you haven't
already seen it, please stop by soon. We will also be tweaking our food menu over the next
few weeks now that we have a bit more room to spread out. Stay tuned for details. 

Today, the rst new titles of 2023 start appearing on our shelves and Anne has featured just
a few of them below. As always, we have thousands of new titles coming this winter/spring
season and can't wait to share them with you. 

Our still-new web site continues to attract new users and this holiday season we shipped
books all around the country taking full advantage of our newly built, in-store shipping
department. We expect some exciting new features over the next few months, but be sure
to check it out if you haven't already. Many of our online customers think it's the best

https://rightonbooks.com/
https://rightonbooks.com/


book-selling web site available today, and we happen to agree. 

Finally, we are thrilled to be launching our new Historical Fiction Book Club next week.
Based on your response, this one promises to be quite popular. See below for details on the
rst meeting and the Book Club Events page for the full schedule. All book clubs meet in the

newly expanded Jittery Joe's space. We hope to see you soon. 

 

Anne's Picks for January
 

Living in the Light

By Deepak Chopra

The new year is the perfect time for introspection,
and the rst part of this book promises to help you
“upgrade your story” through thirty themed lessons
about understanding yourself and your place in the
world. This part of the book focuses on the quiet
stillness of yoga that allows introspection. The
second part of the books is a comprehensive guide
to the physical practice of yoga, including over 100
asanas (poses.) I found both parts of this book to be
very practical and useful in my path towards self
improvement.

Preorder

 

Age of Vice

By Deepti Kapoor

In a poverty-stricken Indian community, an
8-year-old boy makes a simple mistake, and his own
life is upended while his family is destroyed. A
propulsive story about how far intelligence and
self-discipline can take someone in a world replete
with crime, corruption, and extremes of power and
money. Already one of my favorites of 2023. 

Preorder
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The House in the Pines

By Ana Reyes

During the summer before she headed to college,
Maya’s friend Aubrey suddenly collapsed while
talking to a man they knew as Frank. Seven years
later, a viral video shows another girl collapsing
while sitting in a diner with the same man, and
Maya unwillingly revisits her hazy memories of a
fateful summer. A brilliant psychological thriller
from a debut novelist. 

Preorder

 

The Villa

By Rachel Hawkins

Two friends take a vacation in a upscale Italian villa,
and are confronted with the property’s notorious
past of sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll. In 1974 a group
of artists spent time at what was then called Villa
Rosata, and the result was a classic album, a
best-selling horror novel… and a brutal murder.
Clues point to an unsolved mystery that may repeat
itself. A riveting page-turner by a master of the
genre. 

Preorder

 

https://rightonbooks.com/book/9780593186718
https://rightonbooks.com/book/9781250280015
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https://rightonbooks.com/book/9781250280015


Everyone in My Family Has Killed Someone

By Benjamin Stevenson

A uniquely delightful combination of classic 20th
century mystery tropes with cheeky 21st century
meta self-awareness. A series of lighthearted and
hilarious puzzles with memorable characters and
lots of snark! 

Preorder

 

One: Simple One-Pan Wonders

By Jamie Oliver

After a season of creating complicated holiday
feasts I was ready for someone much simpler, and
the reliable Jamie Oliver’s One arrived right on time.
I already have a few of Jamie’s “traybakes” in my
recipe rotation, and there are so many more here,
as well as some simple skillet meals. Each recipe
has a maximum of eight major ingredients but is
packed with avor. 

Preorder

 
 

January Events at Righton Books
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PAPERBACK BOOK CLUB - IT ENDS WITH US
Tuesday, January 03, 2023 6:00 PM Eastern Standard Time

We read books that were best sellers in hardcover and that are newly available as
paperbacks. Meets the rst Tuesday of every month at 6 pm.

This month we will read It Ends With Us by Colleen Hoover. 

Where: Righton Books    Cost: Free

 
More Info

 

 
 

HISTORICAL FICTION BOOK CLUB - WOLF HALL
Monday, January 09, 2023 6:00 PM Eastern Standard Time

Our rst meeting of this new group will be Monday, January 9, to discuss Wolf Hall by
Hilary Mantel. After that, we will be meeting on the second Monday of each month.

Where: Righton Books    Cost: Free

 
More Info
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SECOND SATURDAY STORYTIME & CRAFT - WOMBAT SAID
COME IN
Saturday, January 14, 2023 10:30 AM Eastern Standard Time

Where: Righton Books    Cost: Free

 
More Info

 

 
 

BOOKER BOOK CLUB - THE SECRET SCRIPTURE
Tuesday, January 24, 2023 6:00 PM Eastern Standard Time

Righton Books owner Anne Peck has been a fan of Booker Prize-winning books for
decades, and she leads this monthly group that focuses on Booker long-list books.
Recent selections include Washington Black and A Tale for the Time Being.

This club meets on the 4th Tuesday of each month.

https://rightonbooks.com/event/2023-01-14


This month we will read The Secret Scripture by Sebastian Barry. 

Where: Righton Books    Cost: Free

 
More Info

 

912-771-0808
222 Redfern Village

St Simons Island, GA 31522

Hours:
Monday - Saturday 10am-6pm

Sunday 12pm-5pm
Cafe: Mon-Sat 8am-5:30pm, Sun

8am-4pm
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